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                                                      VERB   →    NOUN 

 

 

thieve     →      theft                       metamorphose   →    metamorphosis    

flutter               flourish                 analyze                       analysis           

criticize            criticism               diagnose                      diagnosis 

relieve              relief 

cremate           cremator 

brag                 braggart 

hate                  hatred                    respond      →    response 

breathe            breath                    expand               expanse 

applaud           applause                                            expansion 

seize                 seizure 

lose                  loss 

expose             exposure               

insulate           insulator 

baptize            baptism 

famish             famine 

magnify          magnitude 

determine      determinant 

grow               growth 

 

approve     →    approval                propose    →   proposal 

arrive                arrival                    revive              burial 

remove              removal                  rehearse         revival                                           

refuse                refusal                    portray           portrayal 

withdraw          withdrawal 

carouse             carousal 

betray               betrayal 

bury                  burial 

 

accept    →    acceptance                confide    →     confidence 

resist              resistance                  pretend            pretence  

forbear          forbearance              offend               offence (offense) 

admit     →    admittance                  infer                 inference 

                       admission                  persevere        perseverance 

clear               clearance 

insure             insurance                                                                                                  

assure            assurance                                                                                                   

convey           conveyance 

remember     remembrance 

allow              allowance 

tolerate          tolerance 

continue        continuance 

resemble       resemblance 

recognize      recognizance                                                                                            1 
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deliver          deliverance 

                      delivery 

utter             utterance 

perform       performance 

inherit          inheritance 

 

neglect   →    negligence 

interfere        interference 

reside             residence 

precede         precedence 

prefer            preference 
                                                                                                                                         

claim     →    claimant                      disappoint    →    disappointment 

elope             elopement                    assort                    assortment 

manage         management               nourish                 nourishment 

fulfil              fulfillment                   require                  requirement 

improve        improvement              agree                     agreement 

develop         development               detach                   detachment 

treat              treatment                    estrange                estrangement 

equip             equipment                  refine            →     refinement 

advertise      advertisement                                              refinery 

abridge         abridgement      

establish       establishment 

infringe         infringement 

argue            argument                                                                                                    

pay                payment 

govern          government 

appoint         appointment 

engage          engagement 

announce     announcement 

retire            retirement 

 

intend    →   intent 

descend        descent 

preside  →   president 

                     presidency                                                                                                   

persist          persistent                                                                                                    

ascend          ascent 

 

recommend    →    recommendation          complete  →      completion 

democratize   →    democratization            object      →       objection 

authorize                authorization                elect                    election 

mechanize              mechanization              define                  definition 

modernize              modernization               inflect                 inflexion 

recognize       →     recognition                    suggest                suggestion 

                                recognizance                 convince              conviction                       2 
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present                   presentation                  convoke              convocation 

preserve                 preservation                  console                 consolation 

proclaim                proclamation                 conserve              conservation 

educate                  education                       apply                    application                   

observe         →     observation                    publish                 publication                  

                               observation                    resolve                 resolution 

pronounce             pronunciation                 prevent                prevention 

resign                     resignation                    translate              translation 

produce                 production                     procrastinate      procrastination 

create                    creation                          abbreviate           abbreviation 

organize                organization                  contradict            contradiction 

transact                 transaction                    confirm                confirmation 

perfect                   perfection                      compose              composition                 

irritate                  irritation                         specialize   →     specialization 

reflect                   reflection                                                     specialty 

adopt                    adoption                          exult                    exaltation 

reiterate               reiteration                       absorb                 absorption 

exert                     exertion                           prepare   →        preparation 

distort                  distortion                                                     preparedness 

assert                   assertion                           classify               classification 

fascinate              fascination                        saturate             saturation 

alter                     alteration                          hybridize           hybridization 

cancel                   cancellation                     evaporate           evaporation 

interpret              interpretation                  transpire            transpiration 

litigate                 litigation                           diminish             diminishment                    

arbitrate             arbitration 

exempt                exemption 

exonerate            exoneration 

ignite                   ignition 

exhaust               exhaustion 

resume                resumption 

perspire              perspiration 

suppose              supposition 

intimate              intimation 

project                projection 
                                                                                            

persuade     →    persuasion             extend    →    extension 

depress              depression               intrude           intrusion 

convert               conversion              

conclude            conclusion 

include               inclusion 

exclude              exclusion 

corrode              corrosion                                                                                               

 

continue    →      continuity                                                                                            3 

falsify                   falsity 
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clarify                  clarity 

duplicate             duplicity 

purify                  purity 

identify                identity 

 

flatter    →          flattery        

perjure                perjury 

inquire                inquiry 

enter                    entry 

mimic                  mimicker 

 

cleave    →         cleavage 

use                      usage 

 

suffice    →        sufficiency 

expect                expectancy 

 
to carry out          - toate se traduc = a realiza , a îndeplini    →    carrying out                 

to bring about                                                                                     bringing about 

to fulfil                                                                                                 fulfilment 

to accomplish                                                                                      accomplishment 

to implement                                                                                       implementation 

to realize                                                                                              realization 
                                                                                                                                         

to reprimand     →     the reprimand 

to scold                        the scolding 

to quarrel                    the quarrel 
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